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Alien Exhibition

This weekend at the Exhibition Centre 

Dr. Xor and his Alien Friends

For the last 20 Earth years, Dr. Xor has been 

travelling the universe, exploring the deepest, 

darkest corners of its many different galaxies. 

This weekend he returns to Earth and brings 

with him his best alien friends! Don’t miss this 

chance to experience the alien world in your 

very own city.

SAY HELLO TO REAL-LIFE ALIENS

There are over 30 aliens visiting Earth, including:

• Toxy, the three-headed singing monkey from Jupiter

• Munchy, the sneezing chicken from Planet X-22

• Ziggy, the thumb-sized horse from Planet P-43

Caution: Please do not feed Earth food to the aliens. Earth food may cause aliens to blow up.

EAT LIKE AN ALIEN

Experience the finest alien food from across the universe.

• Rainbow bananas from Venus

• Chocolate curry from Planet J-17

• Invisible jelly from Planet Mirgla

SIT IN THE GAGATRON

Take a guided tour of Dr. Xor’s famous spaceship.

• See where Dr. Xor eats, sleeps and works.

• Sit in the pilot’s seat and imagine what it would be like to fly The Gagatron.

• One lucky visitor will be taken for a spin in The Gagatron by Dr. Xor himself.
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1 What will happen at the exhibition centre?

A There will be aliens for sale.

B People will meet some aliens.

C Dr. Xor will build a spaceship.

D There will be a spaceship race.

2 If an alien eats your apple, it might

A explode.

B get sick.

C start to sing.

D start to sneeze.

3 The poster says that someone at the event will get the chance to

A fly in a spaceship.

B live on another planet.

C become Dr. Xor’s assistant.

D take an alien to visit their school.

4 ... exploring the deepest, darkest corners of its many different galaxies.

What does this sentence say about the places Dr. Xor has visited?

A Dangerous aliens live in these places.

B The weather in these places is often stormy.

C Dr. Xor visits the same place every year.

D These places are far away and mysterious.

5 What is special about the alien jelly?

A It is made of chocolate.

B It looks like a rainbow.

C It tastes like chicken.

D It cannot be seen.
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Tooth on the Roof
All children lose teeth. But what do 

children do with a tooth after it falls out? 

Well, this depends on where you come 

from in the world.

Children across the Middle East throw 

their lost teeth towards the sun, asking 

that they be sent better teeth the next 

time around.

In some parts of Asia, children throw 

their bottom teeth onto the roof and 

place their top teeth beneath the 

floorboards to encourage new teeth to 

grow in the right direction.

Children in western countries believe that a ‘tooth fairy’ comes 

at night, takes their teeth from under their pillows and replaces 

them with coins.

In some European countries, it’s not a fairy, but a mouse. Children 

leave their teeth for the ‘tooth mouse’ who exchanges their lost 

teeth for coins or small toys.

The mouse also pops up in Africa. Children in some African 

countries throw their teeth onto the roofs of their houses hoping 

that a mouse will come and take the tooth. Traditions involving 

mice may have arisen because mice, oddly for mammals, have 

only one set of teeth throughout their lives, and these teeth are 

forever growing.

So however you farewell the next tooth you lose, remember that 

there are children all over the world farewelling their teeth in their 

own special ways.
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6 Some children throw their teeth towards the sun.

Where does this happen?

A Middle East

B Asia

C Africa

D Europe

7 According to the text, why do some countries have a tooth mouse?

A because a mouse has big teeth

B because mice come out at night

C because a mouse’s teeth are unusual

D because mice are always losing their teeth

8 Why do children from some Asian countries throw teeth onto the roof?

A to make their new teeth white

B to make their new teeth grow faster

C to help the tooth mouse find the teeth

D to help their teeth grow in the right way

9 The traditions followed in western and European countries suggest that teeth

A are valuable.

B should be straight.

C can be replaced easily.

D need to be cleaned properly. 

10 What is the main message of the text?

A Traditions are not important in all countries.

B We should each keep to our own traditions.

C Each country should invent new traditions.

D We can value a range of different traditions.
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Choose the best option for each blank space.

Tongues

We humans use 11  tongues to taste food. Some animals, 12  do not 

have tongues and so they 13  taste their food in other ways. It may come 

14  a surprise but butterflies taste with their feet. And fruit flies have taste buds 

all over their bodies, 15  on their wings. 

11 Choose the best option for space 11.

A our

B ours

C their

D theirs

12 Choose the best option for space 12.

A likewise

B however

C therefore

D moreover

13 Choose the best option for space 13.

A must

B shall

C could

D would

14 Choose the best option for space 14.

A to

B as

C by

D for

15 Choose the best option for space 15.

A includes

B inclusive

C included

D including
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Choose the best option for each blank space.

No Plan

“What happens now 16  asked Sai, impatiently. “ 17  you got a plan to 

get us out of here?”

Tommy thought for a while and then said 18  on my shoulders.”

Sai got on 19  shoulders and reached for the window but it was locked. 

20  she shouted.

16 Choose the best option for space 16.

A ,”

B ?”

C ”,

D ”?

17 Choose the best option for space 17.

A haven’t

B have’nt

C Haven’t

D Have’nt

18 Choose the best option for space 18.

A , “Get

B . “get

C ; Get

D : get

19 Choose the best option for space 19.

A Tommys’

B Tommy’s

C Tommies’

D Tommie’s.

20 Choose the best option for space 20.

A “oh no!”

B oh! “No”

C “Oh!” No

D “Oh, no!”
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Worm Tea
Worms may not be the cutest pets, but they can be very useful if you have 

a garden. You can build a worm farm where worms turn your food waste 

into a nutrient-rich liquid called ‘worm tea’, which is a fantastic fertilizer to 

boost your garden.

To make a worm farm, you will need a plastic water bottle with holes in the 

bottom. Put the bottle in a small bucket to catch the ‘tea’ that drips from the 

bottle. Note that the ‘tea’ should never be drunk because it is made from 

worm pee and other waste! And, because the ‘tea’ is very strong, it should 

always be diluted before being used to water the garden.

water bottle

food scraps

thick layer of wet
newspaper to
keep worms moist

bucket

gravel

'worm tea'

worm

soil

Worms like the dark, so you should keep your worm farm in a dark room, 

or cover it with a towel. Your worms will eat most of the food scraps you 

feed them, such as vegetables, tea leaves and even eggshells. But you 

should not give the worms any meat or dairy foods, as these will attract 

flies and make your worm farm smell. Also, avoid citrus fruits like lemons 

and oranges – these make the worms ill.
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21  What is ‘worm tea’ used for?

A to feed worms

B to attract flies

C to help plants grow 

D to keep worms moist

22 What must you add to the ‘worm tea’ before using it?

A water

B soil

C worms

D food scraps

23 Which food should not be given to worms? 

A carrots

B tea leaves

C eggshells

D milk

24 The text says that a worm farm should be kept dark and

A cool. 

B warm.

C dry.

D damp.

25 Your worms will eat most of the food scraps ... even eggshells.

What does the word ‘even’ suggest here?

A Eggshells are not good for worms. 

B Even eggshells are good for the garden. 

C The eggshells must be broken into pieces.

D It is surprising that worms will eat eggshells.
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Choose the correctly spelt word for each blank space.

Chinese food

This Saturday is my parents’ wedding 26 . We will be going to the Chinese 

27  for a buffet dinner. The food there is 28  and I always eat an 

29  amount. Does anyone else share my 30  for Chinese dumplings?

26 Choose the best option for space 26. 

A anniversery

B anniversary

C annivearsiry

D anniverrsery 

27 Choose the best option for space 27. 

A resteruant

B restaraunt

C restaurant 

D resterante 

28 Choose the best option for space 28. 

A delicious

B deliceous

C dilecious

D dileceous 

29 Choose the best option for space 29. 

A excessive

B exscecive

C exessive

D exsessive 

30 Choose the best option for space 30.

A apitite

B apetite

C appitite

D appetite
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Replace the bolded words. The meaning of the text should remain the same.

Lions

Lions do not have many foes. Hyenas will sometimes maul lion cubs but the adult 

lions act swiftly to protect their cubs. The savannas of Africa can be perilous places, 

especially for animals that lack the strength and speed of lions.

31 Select the best word to replace foes.

A rivals

B babies

C enemies

D problems 

32 Select the best word to replace 

maul.

A attack

B chase

C scare

D hunt 

33 Select the best word to replace 

swiftly.

A wildly

B quickly

C cleverly

D ferociously 

34 Select the best word to replace 

perilous.

A cruel

B exotic

C unpleasant

D dangerous 

35 Select the best words to replace 

lack.

A do not have

B try to avoid

C are scared of

D are protected by 
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The Runners

“According to this report,” said Mr Anderson, spreading his newspaper on the table, “kids in 

this country are some of the most sedentary in the world.” He threw a glance Callum’s way. 

“It means inactive, lazy, doing nothing.”

Callum took another spoonful of tomato soup. The television programme he was watching 

caused him to misjudge his mouth. A drop of soup dribbled down his jumper. He wiped it 

with a cushion.

“It’s time you got outside, did some exercise. Why don’t you go for a run?”

“I would but …” Callum changed channels, “… it’s too cold.”

“Too cold! What’s wrong with you, boy? When I was your age I was outside in all weather. 

We’d even play football in the snow. I remember using snowmen for goalposts. The ball 

was frozen like a block of ice, and if it hit your thigh …”

Callum interrupted his dad by asking for some more bread. He then wished he hadn’t.

“Right! We’re going for a run around the block. And don’t you dare …” He left that sentence 

hanging.

Mr Anderson stuck an arm in the shoe cupboard and pulled out Callum’s trainers, followed 

by a pair of dusty old tennis shoes. “These have never let me down,” he proclaimed.

Out on the street, Callum pulled his hands into his sleeves and tried to stretch his jumper 

down over his knees. This was not the right day to be outdoors.

“Three laps,” said Mr Anderson. “I’ll set the pace. Try to keep up.” He bent over a few times 

to touch his toes. He kept repeating that the air was “so fresh”.

“Okay, let’s get this over with,” said Callum. And then they were off. But not for very long.

“Noooo!!!” cried Mr Anderson, grinding to a halt after just a few metres. “My calf! I should 

have spent more time warming up.”

“I told you it was too cold,” said Callum, helping his dad back to the house. “Let’s get our 

trainers out again when it’s warmer.”
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36 What does Mr Anderson assume at the start of the text?

A Callum has read the report.

B Callum will disagree with him.

C Callum does not read the newspaper.

D Callum does not know what sedentary means.

37 What tone does Mr Anderson use when he discusses the past?

A boastful

B relieved

C concerned

D regretful

38 “Right! We’re going for a run around the block ...”

Why does Mr Anderson begin his statement with the word “Right!”?

A to show agreement

B to show determination

C to show confusion

D to show defeat

39 And don’t you dare …

What is Mr Anderson doing here?

A teasing Callum about his fitness

B encouraging Callum to be brave

C pressuring Callum to participate

D challenging Callum to beat him

40 Why do Callum and Mr Anderson stop running?

A Mr Anderson injures his leg.

B Mr Anderson’s shoes fall apart.

C Mr Anderson forgets something.

D Mr Anderson starts to feel the cold.
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